MORE POWER
MORE HEAT
MORE RECOVERY!
Supercharged portables
with truckmount power

Item#
PFX1085MAX

Item#
PFX1385MAX

BlackMax Extractors
Item# PFX1085MAX - PFX1385MAX
Available in mid-size and full-size platforms that
deliver truckmount power without the truck!
• Patented Perfect Heat® technology maintains the
hottest water/solution temperatures in a portable unit
• 1800 watt heater produces temperatures up to 212º F
• Dual 3-stage vac motors provide nearly 50% more
waterlift than dual 2-stage vac motors
• Powerful solution pump delivers 1.25 GPM at 500 p.s.i.
• Exclusive handle-mounted transport wheels for easy
loading and unloading
• Unit dimensions:
10 Gallon - 25”L x 20”W x 34”H
13 Gallon - 35”L x 22”W x 45”H
©Tacony, Inc., All rights reserved

PFX1085MAX - PFX1385MAX
MORE POWER, MORE HEAT, MORE RECOVERY
BlackMax combines the power of two 3-stage vacuum motors, a robust
500 psi pump, electric heat and the Perfect Heat® system to give you
the most powerful portable on the market.
More Recovery! Two 3-stage vacuum motors deliver 101 CFM of
extraction and 220” of waterlift--that’s 50% more waterlift than two
2-stage motors!

Independent motors, pump and heater switches.

More Power! The heavy-duty, adjustable 50-500 p.s.i. pump handles
the toughest jobs.
More Heat! Not only does the BlackMax have an electric heater, it also
uses the patented Perfect Heat® System. Perfect Heat® allows these
machines to produce and maintain much higher solution temperatures
than traditional heated extractors.
Handle mounted transport wheels for easy loading and unloading.

Patented Perfect Heat®
technology

Clam-shell design allows easy access to pump and heater.

Front mounted pressure gauge
on 500 p.s.i. models and
recessed brass connector.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
MODELS

SOLUTION &
RECOVERY
TANK

PFX1085MAX

10 gal.-solution
10 gal.-recovery

PFX1385MAX

VAC MOTOR
CFM/
(UL LISTED) WATERLIFT

13 gal.-solution
13 gal.-recovery

dual
3-stage

101/220”

P.S.I.

HEATER

1800 watt heater
50-500 with
Perfect Heat®

VACUUM/
SOLUTION HOSE

POWER
CORDS

20 ft. insider

2

WEIGHT
(LBS.)

104
119

5 years tanks, 1 year vacuum motor, pump and workmanship

WARRANTY

Perfect Heat®... here’s how it works
BlackMax extractors use two high
powered vacuum motors which
produce enormous amounts of
heat. Perfect Heat® technology
captures this heat and uses
it to heat the water used to
clean the carpets. This unique
process requires no additional
electric power and is simple and
dependable. This process is so
unique and so effective that it is
patented. No other system can
maintain water temperatures as
high as Perfect Heat®!
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